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An image from Legal brief

A message from the President
Dear Member,
As always, it is a privilege to jot a few words on the work we
do and the importance of conservation. The Society has not
seen this much of activity in its 128 years with more than 15
active major projects amongst the 18 Sub-Committees. With
some projects reaching values of more than Rs. 30 million
per project, the Society has revamped its employee base to
over 25 individuals, mostly working on these respective
projects. It is the hard work of the Committee and their
passion to achieve these goals which is key, with the Cat
Committee, Human Elephant Committee, PLANT, Marine
Committee, Reforestation of Rain Forest (ROAR), and the
Green Isle committee leading the way to achieve some key
milestones this financial year. As a Society, we would like to
embrace the direction of Science and have started our
journey in this sphere with most of our projects. It is
certainly the future.
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The Youth Wing that commenced in 2018 has
achieved an unbelievable number of education and
conservation programs and have reached more than
100 Schools around the country. A huge thank you to
the teams that have worked passionately to spread
the word of conservation and the pioneering team
that created the concept of the Youth Wing.

The Wild Kids also has developed from strength to
strength, with the number of youngsters growing day
by day. The monthly programs organized by the
Committee border on practical aspects of
conservation for these young boys and girls. It makes
sense as they will grow up knowing the reason why
they need to love our wildlife.
It was great to see our Legal Sub-Committee hosting
its first “Legal Chats” on Saturday 8th October at the
Society office. The idea behind the these chats are to
encourage young or not so young lawyers to provide
their expertise in whatever method they can and to
spread the word of Environmental Law to mitigate
the destruction going on in our country.

need all our members to ban together and help the
process of conservation. There are so many that go into
national parks to photograph wildlife, but have they
stopped to think of how much are they doing to
conserve those very animals they are photographing ?
The future of our world’s wildlife and conservation will
depend on us humans. Added to the human
destruction of our forests and wildlife, global warming
and severe climate change all over the world puts
enormous stress on them, and so it is important to
protect what we have. We all have to do our part
without being selfish and more importantly, less
ignorant that the world does not always tick along in the
same manner. Our intervention in stopping the
destruction from all points of view is key – the time is
now.
We hope all of you join hands with the Society to do
what we can for our country in terms of the
conservation of our wildlife and the environment. There
is a clarion call for more members to join the numerous
Sub-Committees we have within the General
Committee. Please connect with any Committee
member or call the office and speak to Bhagya for more
details.

Our country is going through rapid changes in our
conservation landscape. A lot is being destroyed. We
Jehan CanagaRetna
President

A Helping hand for the family who played host to a
leopard.

Many of you would recall the
recent episode in the news where
a leopard fell through a roof while
chasing a dog, and got trapped in
a home on Logie Estate, in
Talawakelle. It was tranquilized
and released back into the wild,
thanks
to
the
successful
collaboration between the estate
employees, and officers of the
Department
of
Wildlife
Conservation.
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The owner of that house suffered damage
to the belongings that were in the room
that the leopard was trapped in, as it
thrashed around in fear and desperation
to get out. A bed, Electric items and some
glassware bore the brunt of the
commotion. While aware that the DWC
has compensation mechanisms in place to
pay for such damage, the WNPS decided
to make immediate recompense for the
items damaged as time was of the
essence to the family. All items were fully
replaced within days, and the money was
well spent on a deserving family, and in a
manner which would encourage local
initiatives and tolerance, to protect these
precious leopards in Sri Lanka. Sadly, not
all stories end so positively these days, but
this one certainly was cause for much joy.
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Wild Kids are coming of age.
Wild Kids venture into the Jurassic world!

If you are curious to know the answers to questions such as;

In August, the WNPS Wild Kids
organized a virtual event for Kids
called “Into the Jurassic World”. The
participants took a journey into the
Jurassic World to learn about
dinosaurs from our guest speaker
Kiran, who is just 14 years old. She is
passionate about studying prehistoric
creatures, and is studying to be a
Paleontologist in the future. Around
120
kids
participated
in
this
interesting and enthralling talk.

When were dinosaurs discovered?
How old is earth?
When was the first dinosaur discovered?
You can find the answers to all this and more interesting facts by watching the session video here .
Enjoy your ride into the past.

Kids step into the wild!
Recently our kids had a great field trip with exciting
activities that kept them engaged throughout the
program. Organized by the Wild Kids Committee, the
WNPS is glad to have trained a batch of responsible
kids who will carry out the 7 Principles of "Leave No
Trace" to make a better tomorrow. We thank Master
Trainer Dharshana Ranatunga and Trainer Ruvan
Ranatunga for conducting this valuable training for
our future environmentalists. We are grateful to our
sponsors Seylan Bank and SeylanTikiri, for joining us
in actioning a range of activities for our children who
will be the major beneficiaries of all our attempts to
safeguard our environment.
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YOUTH WING SPREADS IT’S
WINGS AROUND THE
COUNTRY

Spreading the message far and wide during the past few
months, the Youth Wing actively worked with school
communities to raise awareness on environmental
conservation across the country. Expanding our
footprint towards the North and East of the country, we
reached over two thousand students through our
“Education for Conservation” awareness program. We
most recently conducted projects for schools in Manner,
Ampara (Panama, Pottuvil and Lahugala) as well as
Colombo. While, reaching out to schools in the East for
the very first time since the Youth Wings’ initiation, we
are proud to be working with over 100 schools
across the island.

Our programs covered topics ranging from Sri
Lanka’s Biodiversity to specific environmental
issues. The aforementioned programs also touched
on Leopard conservation which is quite a relevant
topic with the prevalent interactions which have
arisen between man and leopard. Our programs
also made it possible for youth to learn about the
incredibly rich biodiversity in their own region, and
the work of the WNPS. Furthermore, the Youth
Wing has also commenced assisting several schools
to establish sustainable initiatives that aim to
promote environmental conservation. These
initiatives are to be conducted throughout the
coming months
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The Youth Wing also collaborated with the WNPS
Wild Kids to organize an upcycling challenge.
Children between the ages of 5 to 12 took part in
the competition to design an item of choice
using single-use plastic, to celebrate the Plastic
Free July. The campaign ended with a successful
cleanup program at the Green Isle Project Site in
Attidiya.
We are grateful to our main sponsor NDB bank,
and all our donors, for their continuous support
towards making our projects a success across
the island. Additionally, we have also continued
with our fun and informative social media
campaigns. To learn more about our journey,
follow us on social media or contact us for more
information. Stay tuned for more exciting
updates from the Youth Wing!
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SAM POPHAM – A MAN AHEAD OF HIS TIMES
The WNPS would like to add its voice to the many tributes paid to
someone who has left a lasting impression on the ecological history
of our land. “Sam” Popham, creator of the Popham Arboretum in
Dambulla passed away in an Assisted-Living facility in England, a few
months ago, at the age of 99.
Sam Popham's arboretum was developed using a method known as
Assisted Natural Regeneration (ANR) and would be part of the
modern “Rewilding” trend we see. But back in the day, it was his
thought process which led to the popular “Popham principle”. “ANR
is one important method used in restoration ecology. This method is
a relatively simple, low-cost technique where growth of natural
forest seedlings is assisted and encouraged. This method controls
grasses and excludes creepers and thorny shrubs to promote
natural seedling growth. Removal of epiphytes, dead branches and
pruning in competitively dense canopies are done as routine
activities to promote the growth of natural forest seedlings” (NIFS
website).
Born Francis Home Popham in Portsmouth, Hamshire in 1923, “Sam” was educated at Eton and Magdalene
College Cambridge, where he graduated in History. It was his formative years in Boxgrove, West Sussex which
likely fostered his love for nature. He first came to Ceylon as a young British Naval Officer during the Second
World War. Based in Trincomalee, he would often travel through Dambulla admiring the forest vegetation on
either side of the Dambulla-Bakamuna road. Back home in England after the war, Sam became a
schoolmaster for a while, before returning to Sri Lanka in 1952 as a Tea Planter. His love for trees, made him
give up planting tea and assume responsibility as the Smithsonian Institute’s Principal Field Officer in the
‘Flora of Ceylon ‘project. In 1963, he bought seven and a half acres of scrub jungle (abandoned ‘Chena’ land) in
Dambulla and commenced his life’s most important work- Returning wasteland to nature- conserving the
unique biological diversity of the ‘dry zone’ of Sri Lanka. Self-taught and with steed and determination, Sam
spent 50 years restoring a jungle in Sri Lanka, while all around, there was massive deforestation and land
grabs taking place within our new independent Sri Lanka. He deservingly won the Sri Lankan Conservation
award in 1992. The original house was designed by none other than the renowned architect Geoffrey Bawa,
to somewhat resemble parts of a ship and linking the thought with Sam’s arrival to Sri Lanka. Bawa would in
later years be back in the very vicinity to design the famed Kandalama hotel.
This arboretum was administered for 15 years on behalf of IFS until 2020, by the “Ruk Rekaganno” (Tree
Society of Sri Lanka) movement. Gifted to the Institute of Fundamental Studies (IFS), Kandy in 1989, the
arboretum now has 34.5 acres with the addition of 27 acres in 1989, through the initiative of Prof Cyril
Ponnamperuma, a former IFS Director. When Sam retired in 2003 the arboretum was managed by Mr.
Jayantha Amarasinghe, his trusted assistant and next Curator (who has also now retired), while Sam
continued to stay closely connected with it, until his demise. Fondly called the “gasmahaththaya” (The Man of
trees) in the locality, his love for his adoptive land put him among an elite band of nature lovers of foreign
origins who have worked hard to preserve this beautiful country as much as any son of the soil. His nephew
Dr. Philip Popham stays connected with the arboretum, but Sam’s legacy lives on through the many folks he
engaged with in the vicinity, and through his beloved trees in the property. Thank you and rest gently in
Peace, Sam (a few internet based sources are acknowledged with gratitude).
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A new initiative through our Rapid Response team

The Rapid Response subcommittee collaborated with Sirasa TV and are now facilitating kids TV
programs on different topic related to the Environment. This TV series titled “Nodutu Jeewaya” is
aired on the Kids First show.
The previously telecasted programs can be viewed here
(https://www.youtube.com/c/KIDS1stsrilanka). New programs are aired every Saturday at 7 am on
Sirasa TV.

Have you read our
latest Loris & Warana?
Click the covers to read our latest issues!
wnpssl.org/publications

DONATE
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We need your support.
All donations to the Society assist in our conservation
efforts. Click the link and donate today.
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The Human Elephant Conflict rages
on.
‘The Gathering’
The HEC subcommittee has facilitated a
special series of meetings, aptly titled ‘The
Gathering’, for like-minded organisations,
to discuss the present plight of the
elephant and to decide on shared
strategies to prevent their further
elimination. The first of these took place
on 12th of August, to coincide with
International Elephant Day, and was
specifically focused on the situation in
Minneriya. Over 25 organisations participated online, and they were apprised of the current situation
by Dr. Sumith Pilapitiya, Dr. Prithiviraj Fernando, Mr. Srilal Miththapala, Mr. D. Abeysiriwardena Director of Irrigation, and Mr. Dhanapala - the Chair of the Water Management Committee.
Key issues identified from “The Gathering area” included the water levels in Minneriya, which were
gradually increasing from 2019 onwards, and seem to correlate with the reduction in elephant
numbers during the ‘The Gathering’ months. With Minneriya being around 88% full in September 2021,
the elephant numbers had reduced to a mere 20 elephants at the peak of the Gathering.
Read the full article on “Working together to try and save ‘The Gathering’” here and the Sinhala article
can be read by clicking here
We would like to thank Colombo Jewellery Stores for sponsoring this event and for their continued
commitment towards elephant conservation and partnering WNPS. In addition, the WNPS in planning
to commence research studies to analyze the body conditions of elephants through surveys in
Minneriya and Kaudulla, under the supervision of Dr. Sumith Pilapitiya and one of his PhD students.
This study will be helpful for better understanding the ground conditions and correlations with the
numbers of elephants present during the "Gathering".
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Wild Cats badly need help!!
Aimed at assisting the better conservation of leopards, great emphasis was placed on the Sri
Lankan Leopard Day, which was a concept proposed by the WNPS and adopted and endorsed by
the Department of Wildlife, in 2021. Accordingly, a special media focus was facilitated in parallel
to the second Sri Lankan Leopard Day, which was on the first of August 2022.
The WNPS Wild Cat committee release several press articles, conduced forums and even the
WNPS monthly lecture was around this topic. Provided below are the links of some of the articles
and media releases, which make interesting and insightful reading.

THE LAST PAWPRINTS - click here
WILL LEOPARDS SHARE THE SAME FATE AS ELEPHANTS? - click here
News first special media discussion parallel to Sri Lankan Leopard Day - click here
Saving leopard from extinction - click here
WNPS Monthly Lecture: Conservation of the Sri Lankan Leopard - click here

FIGHTING FOR THE CONTINUED PRESENCE OF THE SRI LANKAN LEOPARD IN THE WILD

Six research stations have been set up by the WNPS at Panama, Morningside, Kilinochchi, Belihul
Oya, Nallathanniya, and Sigiriya. The project monitors the presence of leopards in these selected
geographical areas, using camera traps and surveys. The research centers liaise with local
wildlife and forest officers, other conservationists, and also serve as educational hubs to
generate awareness amongst the local communities, including knowledge dissemination and
generating research-based human-leopard conflict mitigation measures. This is timely and
critical, in addressing the increasing number of leopard deaths in Sri Lanka, predominantly
through snares set up in a human-dominated landscape. Our appreciation to our partner LOLC
for funding this entire project which is tagged as a ”Multi-Regional Monitoring System for the
Conservation of the Sri Lankan Leopard”.
08
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Legal Brief by WNPS
The WNPS legal team organized their first
Legal Brief to help further protect and
preserve natural resources and the
speaker was Dr. Jagath Gunawardene.
The event was exclusively for Lawyers
and Law Students and is part of the
team’s ambitions plans to bring more
Pro-conservation Legal parties on board
the raging battle.

Missed a lecture?
Not to worry, we have you covered!
Our lectures are now available online.
wnpssl.org/events/lectures/
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News from the Attidiya Green Isle
Celebration of International Day for the Conservation of the
Mangroves Ecosystems

The Green Isle committee organized a tree planting and plastic cleaning program to coincide with the
International Day for the Conservation of the Mangroves Ecosystems in collaboration with the Young
Zoology Association (YZA) and WNPS Youth Wing. The event was successful with participation of
around 20 people and Abans Cleantech supported us by removing the collected polythene and
plastic, for recycling. This project works to provide a refuge for the endemic Purple Faced Leaf
Monkey known as Nestor which is critically endangered mainly due to loss of habitat, and also covers
the much wider aspect of habitat restoration for species conservation in the Bellanwila-Attidiya
Sanctuary, which faces massive developmental pressure. This project is sponsored by Abans in
collaboration with LG. The team’s future plans include awareness programs, conducting a fauna
identification survey to identify the site’s faunal diversity, and to Re-evaluate and discuss the future
Green Isle project plans with the project advisors and sponsors.
Watch the “Noduthu Jeewaya” episode done on Green Isle by clicking on this link .

There’s a leopard in your tea
There’s a leopard in your tea
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There's a raging human-leopard
conflict in the tea plantations which
yet remains hidden under the
bushes! See how Rainforest Alliance
and WNPS have joined forces for a
solution. Click here to watch the
interview with WNPS President,
Jehan CanagaRetna as he outlines
the many dimensions of this situation
and the responses being executed.
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OUR FOREST IS COMING ALIVE - NEW
VISITORS ENTER ROAR!

Sri Lanka Cat Snake

ROAR (Reforestation Of A Rainforest), is one
of our earliest reforestation projects, and
subsequent to the successful growth of the
10-15 foot canopy, is now showing some
amazing discoveries. Our project objective
was to restore this fragmented destroyed
patch of rainforest with similar types of
vegetation found in the surrounding forest.
The ROAR team have now discovered many
endemic and special species back within the
site. They include species such as the Toque
Macaque, Sri Lanka Junglefowl, Sri Lanka
Green-Pigeon, Green-billed Coucal, Sri Lanka
Grey Hornbill, Sri Lanka Crimson-fronted
Barbet, Yellow-fronted Barbet, Crimsonbacked Flameback, Red-backed Flameback,
Layard's Parakeet, Sri Lanka Swallow and the
Black-capped Bulbul.

Several snakes and lizards now make it their
home including the Whistling Lizard, Roughnosed Horned Lizard, Sri Lanka Kangaroo Lizard,
Sri Lankan green vine snake, Sri Lanka Cat
snake, Sri Lankan Wolf Snake and the Lowland
Hump-nosed pit Viper. Amphibians include
Common Shrub Frog and Common hour-glass
tree-frogs. These are all endemic to Sri Lanka as Common hourglass tree frog
is the Sri Lanka Birdwing butterfly which graces
us with its bright yellow colours (our largest
butterfly specie). Many other species have been
recorded as well, which strongly indicates
project success in terms of reforestation, since
this entire land was initially covered with
Kakilla. There are several research projects
planned to assess the flora and fauna diversity
within the site in future. Stay tuned!
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Sri Lanka Kangaroo lizard

Hump nosed pit viper
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Hemas Launches its Group Environmental Agenda
2030: Commits to protect Sri Lanka’s Endemic
species

As a key initiative of their Environmental Agenda, Hemas Holdings has partnered with the WNPS to
understand and carry out necessary interventions to protect over 50 critically endangered species in
Sri Lanka. With the firm belief that a responsible Sri Lankan Corporate must care for and protect
what is uniquely Sri Lankan, Hemas launched their Group Environmental Agenda 2030 ‘Haritha
Mehewara’, a long-term commitment to protect and conserve the island’s critically endangered
endemic species through necessary actions and interventions.
Being a global biodiversity hotspot, Sri Lanka is home to over 1800 endemic species covering the
gamut of the plant and animal kingdoms. However, due to increase in human activity leading to
habitat loss, the animal and plant life that is endemic to Sri Lanka remains under sever threat, with
specie extinction taking place at an alarming rate. Prof. Sampath delivered the impactful keynote
address at the event.

The other side of the conservation story:
The WNPS September lecture was
done by Department of Wildlife
Conservation
(DWC)
Director
(Operations) Ranjan Marasinghe. Read
the full news article on the highlights
of that lecture and gain insight into the
real-life challenges being faced by the
department. Click here.
You can always visit our website or FB
page to watch the full lecture if you
ever missed it.
12
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EXCITEMENT IN WASGAMUWA
Last August, the Wasgamuwa region
took center stage as the WNPS did
another exciting member excursion.
Under the expert guidance of
Naturalist Dhanushka Liyanage, they
enjoyed ticking off close to ninety bird
species while they also observed many
other species in action, and shared
their
mutual
experiences.
An
adventurous four-wheel drive rock
climb off the beaten tracks at daybreak
gave the members a breathtaking 360
degree view including the gorgeous
Knuckles Mountain Range. Memories
for a lifetime!! Of concern to the group
was the early undernourished signs
visible on the elephants, where similar
issues
have been seen with the Minneriya herds etc. Our poor practices and bad decisions on water
management are having catastrophic impacts on the natural kingdom all over Sri Lanka. Here are a
few pictures from the trip. Check out our future trips and make it a point to join us.
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LAND FOR AGRICULTURE VS
CONSERVATION – WHAT LIES AHEAD?
In July, the WNPS took a deep dive into
one of the most challenging topics being
thrown around, which is connected to
the politicians and certain authorities
trying hard to release even further
precious forest and protected lands for
Agriculture, based on Food security.
Award
winning
Conservationist
Dr.
Rohan Pethiyagoda and the eminent and
experienced

Prof.

shared excellent
fantastic session.

Devaka
insights

Weerakoon
during

a

Moderated by Sriyan de Silva Wijeyeratne, the session unveiled insights on how Sri Lanka
had failed to improve its food security and agricultural productivity over years despite so
much more land being allocated. It looked at what answers were easily feasibly without
further destruction of the kind we have seen all these years.
The

social

aspects

and

the

issues of how little money was
passed down to the grassroots
and to those directly engaged
in

agriculture,

impacts

and

that

the

even
ad-hoc

poverty driven folks returning
to agriculture on any available
land cause, were explored. The
failure

of

the

regulatory

mechanisms and the massive
food wastage proportions were
highlighted

by

the

speakers

among many other elements.
This was not a session to be
missed

and

we

encourage

members to click HERE and
catch up on this talk.
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PLANT (Preserving Land and
Nature) is gathering great
momentum

In late 2020, the WNPS established a Guarantee Notfor-Profit company, to acquire privately owned lands
(outright or on a long-term lease) and to collect funds
through the entity, and the WNPS, to purchase lands for
the purpose of being held in trust for conservation. The
initiative has made great progress so far and PLANT
coverage by September include over 200 Acres in
diverse locations.
Under PLANT, the Emerald Trails Initiative is an
ambitious plan of creating an almost uninterrupted
corridor of protected Natural spaces and Forest
ecosystems to ensure continued movement and linkage
for Animals with different larger geographies of
Conserved Land blocks in Sri Lanka. PLANT hopes to
bring several new lands and engage new Partners along
this journey in the near future. A strong Regional
structure is now in place and the teams are hard at
work on many aspects.

CCC possess though a team of several in-house
specialists, and partners who are sustainability
consultants and industry experts.
They will also act as an Ambassador for PLANT
by presenting the work being done by PLANT to
third parties, and channeling efforts of
international and local partners who seek
credible sustainability initiatives to fund and
endorse. The CCC Board is Chaired by eminent
conservationists and Nobel Laureate Prof.
Mohan Munasinghe, and the picture shows CCC
Director/Chief Executive Officer Sanith de Silva
Wijeyeratne exchanging the agreement with
PLANT Director Shevon Gooneratne recently,
with Directors Dilshan and Sriyan in attendance.
Watch out for more exciting news from PLANT in
the coming months.

Most recently, PLANT signed a multi-year Partnership
MOU with the Climate and Conservation Consortium
(CCC), with the objective of engaging their support to
obtain specialist inputs in climate and conservation
areas, which come due to the broad experience that
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Nations Trust Bank (NTB) has further cemented their sponsorship with the Society by supporting the
Jungle Telegraph and making them the Society's sole sponsor for all its publications.
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